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Introduction  

When Arjuna laments and refuses to fight as informed by Sanjaya to 

Dhritarastra in verses 9-10 of the Chapter 1 of the Bhagvadgita, Lord Krsna 

discourses on the eternal, transcendental nature of the soul, one’s rightful duty and 

yoga of right action. 

“In the transient realm of time and space, there is constant change, or 

cessation, in form and expression; but the essence within these changes endures,” 

says Paramahansa Yogananda. The soul of man and the universe is everlasting. 

Permanent also are the principles of Natures. In some form or another all that is and 

has been shall ever be. 

The Ego is continuously conscious of itself in childhood, youth, and old age; 

the embodied soul is uninterruptedly conscious, not only of various stages of one’s 

life but also of its series of incarnations.  

The sense organs are reactively sensitive, their nature is to respond 

pleasurably or painfully to stimuli. They have been conditioned to have strong likes 

and dislikes causing enjoyment or pain respectively. These resultant pleasures and 

pains are transitory, fickle, and evanescent. The man should bear them with patience, 

with titiksha–mental evenness. According to Yogananda, when a man adopts a 

nonexcitable state towards sorrows, a non-attached state towards temporary 

happiness, stoicism towards irritants that rouse fear and anger and pain, his mind 

attains an unruffled state of poise. Such a man alone becomes a fit case for 

everlastingness in the eternal divine kingdom! 

The Eternal Substance is said to be divided into two – the Sat or Changeless 

Spirit, and the Asat, the unreal or the ever changing Nature. Men of wisdom perceive 

as real only that which changes not and they alone know the mystery of the real and 

the unreal. 

The Spirit is indestructible, everlasting and unchangeable. Though all 

changeable objects of creation melt away, nothing affects the immutability of God, 

the Spirit.  

The Self is immortal. It neither kills nor gets killed. It remains untouched. 

The Soul which is, in essence, the reflection of Spirit never undergoes the pangs of 

birth nor the throes of death. Nor does it lose its identity when it returns to the 

immortal spirit when the body dies. It is ever the same as it has always been – ageless, 
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unchanged, since its immortal beginning. The deathless soul dwelling in the 

destructible body is ever constant through all cycles of bodily disintegrations.  

According to Paramahansa Yogananda, Souls are the radiating rays of Spirit, 

individualized as formless, vibrationless “atoms” and “tissues” of Spirit. Hence, they 

are co-existent with Spirit and of the same essence, as the sun and its rays are one. 

Though incarnate, the souls belong to the noumenal region, which changes not. 

The yogi, whose wisdom eye is open, beholds the true nature of the soul; and 

is thus, through direct perception, knows for sure that the Self is immutable. 

As it is common practice for a human being during a lifetime to change his 

attire many times, so it is a habit of the eternal soul, during its wanderings on the path 

of delusion and mortal desires, to cast off karma-worn bodies for new ones. As a 

person is glad to throw away worn-out, useless clothes for new garments, so should 

an individual rejoice and feel it just as natural to change a disease-torn or karmically 

outdated body for a new one. 

The mysterious soul abides forever, changing never, even when the bubble 

of cosmos melts in the spatial Ocean of Infinity. The subtle soul secretly sleeps in 

every blade of grass, in every nook of creation. The soul hides in the honeycomb of 

atoms. The soul itself possesses those mysterious qualities of self-conscious existence 

that are not vulnerable to any phenomena. It is the body that can be cut, burned, 

wetted, dried, hurt, made restless; moved from one place to another, yet able to 

occupy only one place at a time because it is circumscribed by a small space; and it 

is short lasting.  

Before the beginning of creation, the soul resided ever awake and 

unmanifested in Spirit. The body emanating from the soul is not conscious of the soul, 

but the soul is aware of the body. That is why, the Gita speaks of the soul as 

imponderable – beyond thought. Parmahansa Yogananda says: “When a man is 

identified with his body, he feels nothing more than the sensations of sight, smell, 

taste, touch, sound, weight, and movement. If by meditation he withdraws 

hisconsciousness within, he finds a silent light, finer and subtler than X-rays – the ray 

of the soul coming from the Spirit – projecting the picture of the body on the screen 

of human consciousness and of space.  

According to the law of cause and effect, the soul is destined to change its 

mortal residences. Once the soul has been caught by maya, or delusion, it must occupy 

a series of prison houses of births and deaths to fulfill its desires worn-out its own 

karmas.  

Pessimistic philosophers concede the insolubility of the beginning and end of 

life, and surrender either to conjecture or to blind belief in some dogma about the 

unknown. The wise, instead, use the precious moments of the present in practicing 

the laws of concentration, meditation, and self-discipline by which they can contact 
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the Absolute and know from Him, if He would condescend to explain, the secrets of 

His eternal kingdom! 

The three modes of perceiving the soul mentioned in Verse 29 of Chapter 2 

of the Gita – beholding, describing or speaking of, and listening about – imply three 

of the manifestations by which the soul reveals itself: Light (beholding); Wisdom 

(describing its wonders); and Cosmic Sound (hearing the sound of Aum). 

Says Paramahansa Yogananda: “Soul and Spirit and all inner truths can be 

apprehended only by developing the power of intuition by regular deep meditation. 

Intelligence and sense perceptions can perceive only phenomena or qualities of the 

Eternal substance; intuition alone can perceive the essence of that Substance. 

Therefore, it is evident that the culture of intuition by meditation must precede true 

perception. 

Pure intuition is soul intuition – knowing the soul by the soul; seeing the soul 

with the eyes of the soul, so to speak. The yogi in this state is above them all – knower, 

knowing, and known having become one. He is fully conscious of his true Self. This 

is the real soul-consciousness; and, in fact, it is God-consciousness. 

As the dreamer remains unchanged even though he witnesses himself nightly 

participating in different dream fantasies, so the invisible soul, dreaming the bodies 

of many incarnations, itself remains unchanged. The soul is indestructible, and 

untouched and unchanged by its would be enemies; it only waits the rallying call of 

the determined divine warrior. 

Sankhya – How Spirit evolved into Matter? 

According to Sankhya, there are twenty-four principles of the evolutionary process 

of Nature, from Spirit into matter. These twenty-four principles are: 

Prakriti – the basic creative power bringing forth all phenomena; Mahat-tattva – 

Cosmic Intelligence referred to in Yoga as chitta from which comes buddhi, 

individual discriminative intelligence; Ahamkara – egoism; Manas – mind; 

Jnanendriyas – five senses of perception; Karmendriyas – five senses of action; 

Tanmatras – five supersensible or abstract qualities of matter; Mahabhutas – five 

subtle elements or vibratory motions, the conglomeration of which appears as gross 

matter in solid, liquid, fiery, gaseous, and etheric form. 

 

 

  


